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The concept of unique intersectability of a graph is introduced; this is related to the 
intersection number of a graph. The triangle-free condition is sufficient but not necessary for a 
graph to be uniquely intersectable. Other results related tl:, the intersection number of :I graph 
and its unique intersectability are established. Four familie! of graphs with triangles are shown to 
be uniquely intersectable. 
1. Introduction 
The concept of an intersectio:l graph has been mentioned in several introductory 
texts on graph theory (eg. Harary [2], Behzad and Chartrand [I]). Let S be a 
nonempty set and cy a family of distinct nonempty subsets of S. The intersection 
graph determined by S and QI, O(S, ar), is that graph G whose vertex set can be put 
in one-to-one correspondence with the elements af (r such that two vertices of G 
are adjacent if and only if the corresponding elements of LY have a nonempty 
intersection. Since every graph is an intersection graph (for al proof of this 
elementary result and o&her properties of intersection graphs, slee Harary [2]), 
associated with it is o(G), the intersection number of G, which is the minimum 
number of elements in a set S such that G is.an intersection graph on S. Among the 
results on o(G), the following can be found in Harary [2]. Let p bee the number of 
vertices and 9 be the number of edges in G. 
1, If G is connected and p 2 3, then o(G)6 CJ. 
2. If G has m isola?ed vertices and no Kz components, then tis(@) s 4 + m. 
3. Let G be a connected graph with p > 3 vertices, then o(G) = q if and only if 
G has no triangles. 
4. For any graph G with p 2% 4 vertices, m(G) s [p2/4]. 
This paper deals with a speck! property of intersection graphs, nigmely that case 
when the subsets of the minimal set S3 associated with G, are unique up to 
isomorphism. To be more precise: 
’ This author was supporeed in part by the University of Kentucky 1975 Summel Faculty Research 
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Deflnfttga I.#. Given graph G, intersection umber o(G), and minimal set S, let CT 
and p be any rtwo families of subsets of S. If R(& CY) * O(S, /Z3) = G implies that LY 
can he obtained from p by B permutation of the clement: of S (i.e. cy = p) then G 
is s;iid to be a uniquely intersectable (u.i.) graph. 
For example, a line or a square is uniquely intersectable but a triangle is not. To 
see the latter, note that if G is a triangle then w(G) = 3 and let S = (a, 6, c), 
u = (a6, UC, bc} and /3 = (a., ~6, ~lirc). Clearly a cannot be obtained from @ by a 
perrmutation of (a, h, c). That is, a # p. 
By choosing the edges of a triangle-free graph as the set S, we have: 
t. We first observe that given tl’o uniquely intersectable graphs G, and Gz, the 
union graph, Gr U G2 is clearly u.i. dexb, by induction, it can be shown that if each 
connected component of a graph G is u.i., then G is u.i. 
Suppose that G is connected and triangle-free. When p s 2 then wl(G) s 2; and 
ia is easy to verify that G is u.i. When p a 3, let n be an arbitrary family of subs&s 
crrf S, IS Z = o(G), and G = O(S, ar). For each vertex vi of G, let S, be the 
corresponding set, Because G has no triangles, no element of S cam belong to more 
than two of the subsets S4, and S, n S,Z 9) if and only if U,O, is an edge of G. 
Furthermotgz, because G is also wnnected and p 3 3 together with the minimality 
of S implies that no element of S can belong to fewer than two of the subsets Si. 
Th JS each element of S belongs fo exactly two of the subsets St. We can, therefc re, 
form a 1-l correspondence between the element of S and the edges of G. The set St 
cor<csponds tothe set of edges in&lent to ur, Hence, G is uniquely intersectable. 
4 
The triangle-free condition is sufficient but not necessary for a graph to be 
uniquely intersectabie as can be seen by the example in Fig. 1, 
@i_.___\__._# 
1 1‘2 2,3 3,4 1,s n-l #n n 
Fig. I. 
There arc atso infk& families af graphs with the property that none we uniquel! 
~~~~r~~~table~ such as &,, p * 3. This will be &own in the next section, along with 
results on infinite families of unique& intersectable graphs, Section 3, the 
ec~~~~n, co tains some assorted results and remarks on ~~i~~~~y intarsectsb%e 
s aI0ng with some open questions. 
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2. Spfxiai enamplcs 
We show five infinite families of graphs: the first one, namel~~ the complete 
graphs with at least 3 vertices, are not uniquely intersectabie, whereas the last four 
are uniquely intersctabte and contain triangles. These: are given below. 
2.1 s Complete graphs 
<3learly Kr and Kz are uniquely intersectable. It is straightforward to compute 
that o(K,) = log+. From this it follows that if o(K,) = n then p G 2”~‘. Using this 
result, it can be shown that: 
Thwwem 2.1. The complete graph K,, (p 2 3) is not uniquely intersectable. 
&.a.. 3 3’ Star n-gon gruphs 
A star n-gun is formed by replacing simultaneously mch edge of the cycle Cn by 
a triangle. Example, Fig. 2 is a star 5-gon. Let S denote the n-set (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) 
0 
Fig. 1. 
and let a = (SO, St,. . . . , S&, where 
I 
{i,it1(modn)} forOSi6n--l 
St = 
I i - fl) farn~i~2n--1. 
Their the intersection graph O(S, ) cy is a star n-gon graph. We shall shnw that 
a($,, Q), or a star to-gan, is utriquely intersectable. 
If’hecwm 23. Let G contain a vertex v of degree 2 which is u,n a ttiangte consisting of 
CQWti4:es k& v,W, ?&acre de$re@ u,w TB 3 and edge uw lies on nu other triangle. Then G is 
14, i. i j and sn& if G - v is u.i+ 
proof. Let V be the vertex set of C? -- v and f VI =- p. Let S be a set with 
1s; = w(G - v). Let 
Q = 01,. .., i q 1 
be a family of distinct noncmpty subsets of S such that G - t) a 62(S, CX) and ai 
corrcspmd~ tab l4, E V (I 6 i 6 p), where ~1 z u and UJ = Ht. Let A z Ussiep[Ilie 
Since uw Iits on no triangle in C - V, it follows that A = S - (cut f7 cwz). Next we 
show that O(G)= w(G - 0). Clearly w(G)3 o(G - v). The family 
is the only extension af cx such that G = O(S, y). F$ecause uw lies on no triangle in 
G .- o, aI and ar, the sets corresponding to u and w, are the only members of QT 
which intersect with a1 n a>. Since S is minimal, it follows that 1 ai fl a2 I= 1. AIso 
Gnec deg u, w 3 2 in G - u, we have Go $ (aI f7 ay !) # a2. The members of y are 
distinct nonempty subsets of S. Ihis implies that ofG)sg u(G - u). Hence 
w(6) = ut(G - v)? and the set cornsponding to z1 is o1 n dy2. Clearly, if G - ZJ is 
not u.i., then G is not u-i. Since we ilave established that the set (Ye R Al? cannot 
correspond to any vertex in G - u and that it is the onIy set which must correspond 
tr) v, it foffows that if G is not u.i. then G - u is not u.i. 
Corallrrr y 2,3. Every star n - gtm, n > 3, is uniquely intersectabk. 
Yroof. Clearly, C, (n > 3) is uniquely inter,ectable for it does not contain any 
triangles. star n-gon is uniquely intersect&k for it can be obtained by applying 
Theorem 2.4, n times to C,,. 
Theorem 2.4. Every star n-gon is tz uniquely intenectabk grqh. 
ltt remains to skow that the star 3-gon is uniquely intersectable. This will be done 
in Section 2.4 as a corollary to Theorem 2.5 after the introduction of mtrxi;mal 
uniquely intersectable graphs, 
2.3. Maximal uniquely intersectable graphs 
Let us denote the n-set { 1,2, . . . , n) by Z,, ; the family of at1 nonempty subsets of 
1;)1, by r;; the family of all i-subsets of ZH by IY,,., ; and the intersection graph 
0(X,,, fiJ bg H,. The graph Hn has the largest number of vertices and edges among 
all graphs of intersection umber n, W,,‘s are clearly uniquely intersectable graphs. 
c’ shirti c&t them maximal uniquely interseetable graphrs, H$ and kf~ are given irzt 
3. 
Ck~cn a graph G with w(G) = n, G must be an induced suhgmph rleaf Ha and rtat 
I. The family of maximal intcrscctabtc graphs is therefore important in, thre 
of ~~ique~y intersectable graphs, 
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Fig. 3. 
A straightfrorqard computation shows that I-f,, has 2” - 1 vertices ;rnd 
(2 2h - 3” - 2” + I)/% edges. From this, it is casgl to compute the foflawing ta~lc, 
which gives, for 1 4 n =G 8, the number af vcrticcs and edges of H,. 
Llet v be any vertex of HI,, the maximal uniquely intersectable graph with 
int@rsectian umber n, Let HX,== If” - u. Theorem 2.5 shows that thest graphs :NC 
&o uniquely intersectable. In addition, this result is used to show that the star 
.3-gem of Section 2.2 is uniquely intersectable. This completes thr: result stated in 
Theorem 2.4, that the star n-gons are uniquely intersectabk. 
thlan H,. Tirus when i# j, we have 
for the number of edges in the two graphs are unequal. 
0n the other hand, when i = j, f, - ai is easily obtainable from r, - P, by a 
permutation of elements of Z”. 
tko&ry 2.6. A star 3-gon is uniquely intersectable. 
Proof, A star 3-gon can be obtained by 
3-cubset from &. 
removing the point corresponding to the 
This corollary completrls the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
This process of deleting arb’trary verkes from H, and getting uniquely 
intersectable graphs cannot be :ontinued, although there are special pairs of 
vertices which can be deleted ant‘ still leave a uniquely intersectable graph. The 
fo”lowing exartple shows’ that the removal of two vertices of H,( does not 
necessarily give a uniquely intersectable graph, since 
but 
n(z,, r:, - !3,123)) = a(& G - (3,121) 
r, - (3,123) # r, - {3,12). 
2.5. A famiiy of regular graphs 
Consider the family of all 2-subsets, I’%*, of the sb;t Zn. Let us denote thpr 
intersection graph s2(2,, r,J by I?,. & is an l-vertex graph. RJ is a triangle. & is 
shown in Fig. 4. One observes 
complete graph K,, and WC: write 
uniquely intersectable for n# 3. 
Rq: 
2a4 
that the graphs R, are the line graphs of the 
R, = L(K,). The next theorem shows that R, is 
I,3 
2,3 
Fig. 4. 
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Theorem 2.7. 11 R,, = L(K), then w(R) = n and R, (YI# 3) is uniquely 
intetsectable. 
Proof. We need only consider n a 4 and we proceed by induction on n. First, we 
chow that o(K) = 4 and IL is uniquely intersectable. From Fig. 4, CO@,) s 4. To 
show o(R@4, note that R4 cannot be an induced subgraph of If1 for Rj has six 
vertices of degree 4 whereas f& has only 4 vertices of degree greater than 3. Hence 
o(R,) = 4. 
Next, we show R4 is uniquely intersectable. Let II and v be any two nonadjacent 
vertices of R4, and let cy be a family of distinct nonempzy subsets of 2, such that 
R4 = O(Z, a). We show that 1y is .f%z or each vertex in R, can correspond only to a 
2-subset of Z. Clearly, no vertex in R, can correspond to the 4-subset of 2, for no 
vertex is adjacent to every other vertex in R,. If u Ior t, ctjrrespond to a l-subset of 
&, the other must correspond to a 3-subset and tht: set of neighbouring vertices of 
the vertex corresponding to a l-subset must form K,. Since there is II<> subgraph 
isomorphic to K, in R4, every vertex must therefort: correspond to a 2-subset of Z, 
and R, must be uniquely intersectable. 
Let the induction hypthesis be fhat o(Rk) = k and R, is uniquely intersectable 
for 4 G k < n. We are to prove w(R,) = n and R, is uniquely intersectable by 
showing that a vertex in R, can correspond only to a 2-subset of 2,. 
Let 14 be a vertex of R,, A, be the set of vertices adjacent o u, and M,, be the set 
of vertices not adjacent to u. Let QC be a family of subsets of 2, such that 
R, 2 a(& a) and U be the subset in CI[ corresponding to u. Since there exist two 
nonadjacent vertices in A,, U cannot be a f-subset of 2”. Observe the subgraph 
induced by the set of vertices NU is isomorphic to R, + Clearly, when n = 5, 
o(R,_r) = n - 2, For it > 5, by the induction hypothesis. o(R, z) = n -’ 2. Because 
the vertices N,, are nonadjacent o u, tht:y must correspond to subsets of & - U. 
Consequently, 1 Zn - U 13 n - 3, or 1 U 1 s 2. Hence, U must be a Zsubset of A. 
Theorem 2.7 leads to the following conjectures. 
Conjecture 1. G?wn M 2 IS, if n 2 2nl. O(Zn, K&, ) is uniquely intersectable. 
Canj&urre 2. lf G is uniqrtel) I interseci:abie then w is L (G ,I. 
Conjecture 3. If G is biprtite then L (C;) is uniqu t?ly irttemctable. 
clearly if Conjecture 2 is true, so is Conjecture 3; or if Conjecture 3 is fake, so is 
Conjecture. 2. The graph KI,l establishes that Conjecture 3 and thus also 
Conjecture 2, is fake. 
Conjecture I has since been proven to be true my Wang [S]. 
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3. Results and remarks 
Co&k the rfollowing question. Given a graph G, either uniquely intersectable 
or not, can the property of unique intersectability of C be preserved or modified by 
adding a new vertex 01 and k edges joining tl to G with or without introducing new 
triangles and with or without increasing the intersection umber of G? When k = 0 
or I, the unique: intersectability of G is clearly preserved. In the case when k = 2 
and exactly one new triangle is introduced, Theorem 2.2 states a solution. Other 
cases are still open questions. 
CcLnsider the induced subgraph& of a graph G1 It is fake that G is uniquely 
intetkiectable if <there exists a uniquely intersectable induced subgrah G - a, (V is a 
vertex of G) such that o(G - U) = w(S). 
l%r example, the wheel (for a definition, see Harary 12, p. 461) Wn (n s 5) is not 
uniquely intersectable but con &ins a uniquely intersectable induced subgraph Cn -I 
(i.e. a cycle of length n - I). ‘The I ext result is therefore the best possible in this 
sense. 
Theorem 3.1. Let u and v be distinct vertices of ,a graph G such that w(G) = 
u(G - u)= w(G - v) and boglh (‘3 - u and G - v are uniquely intersectable, then G 
is uniquely intersectable. 
Proof. Let Q = {a,, a2,. . . , a,,) and /3 = {/3,, &, . . y Pp} be any two families of 
distinct nonempty subsets of Zn, n = o(G), such that Jz(Z,, ar) = G = a@!“, /3). 
We must show EY 5 #K Without loss crf generality. kt aI and PI correspond to point 
u, and let ar2 and & corresporid to point v. G - u is uniquely intersectable, cyI = pi 
for i = 2,3,. . . , ,p and since G - t7 ils uniquely intersectable, CT~ = pi for if 2 and 
1 Q i s p Hence ari = pi for i = 1,2, . . . , p. G is uniquely intersectable. 
A graph is said to contain a dangfil::g triangle if it has an edge uv with the 
property that it Ilie!s on a triangle and deg u, v = 2. clearly a graph is not u.i. if it has 
a dangling triangle. 
While Theorem 3.1 dealt with deleting a point from a graph, Theorem 3.2 deals 
with deleting ani edge from a graph. 
Theorem 3.2. fj’ G is a graph with vertices u, v such that deg u, u = 3 a& e&u MU 
&es not lie on alny triangle, then (i) and (ii) ure equkalent and each of them implies 
(iii), where 
. (i) G - uv is uniquely intersectable, 
(ii) G is unirjrueiy intersectable, 
(iii) o(G) = eu(G - uu) + 1, 
Pro& kt V be the vertex se.t of G and 1 V I= p Let S be a set with f s f 9s W(G). 
t 
a= ( c1’!, “A$?) 
be a family of distinct nonempty subsets of 
corresponds to u, E V (1 si 6p) where ut = 
grr ,ph.s 22s 
S such that G == 12(S, a!) and or, 
u and uz = V. Let A = IJ,s.,ept~,. 
Since MU lies on no triangle in G, it follows that A f7 (at n arJ) = 01. The minimality 
of S implies that laJItu2(=l. Let ~YJICX~{JI), and ~=(LY,--(a}, ar-{a), 
a3 , . l . ?a+}. Clearly, CYI - (a}# 4r~ - {n). Because: deg U, 1) = 3, 11 is true that 
cpb --{a) # 8, i = 1,2. Suppose G - uv is u.i. We shall show ur, -_ (a] # GY, u = 1,2; 
i=3 . , . I) . , p), Assume false. Without loss of gener ,ility, let (xl - (a ) = a3 and since 
deg u = 3, Set edges UU~, uu4 E CL Clearly, deg cl1 c=: deg u in G - ut’ and edge 
~324~E Ck We now have two possibilities in G - UV, either dleg u3 = 2 or deg u1 > 2. 
If deg u3 > 2, then deg u > 2 in G - UZJ, which is a l.ontradiction. If deg 14~ = 2, then 
ver:rces u, u> and u4 form a dangling triangle in G - utr, contradicting the 
assumption that G -- uu is u.i. Hence y is a family cbf p distinct nonempty subsets of 
S -(a}. Thus w(G - UU) = o(G)- 1, and G is u i. 
The proof that (ii) implies (i) and (iii) 
in this paper. 
is similar t ) the abojvle, and is thus omitted 
In Fig. 5, we have a graph G in which o(G)=wiG-uu)+l,butGandG--uu 
are not u.i. Thus, in a sense, Theorem 2.9 cannol be improved. 
Fig. 5. 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 provide a means of constructing a hmt of unkpAy 
inkrsectablc graphs. Starting from triangle-free graphs ami applying two opera- 
tions: 
(i) add an edge between two non-adjacent vertices of degree 2. 
(ii) add a triinngle to a triangle-free edge which is not a dangling edge. (i.e. an 
edge Hrhkb has a vertex .crf degree one). 
It sk.Md be noted that ti~ese two aperitions are not suEicient to construct all 
uniquely interscctabfe graphs. FCK examp’ie, see NS in fig. 3. 
Other questions dealing with deleting or adding vertices and edges ‘to arbitrary 
2% R. Alter, C. C. Wang 
graphs anti how this relates to their unique intcerseciability seem diffiwlt, In fact, 
the chara&erization of uniquely intersectable graphs is stilt an open problem. 
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